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Put together your very own Camp-let

2GO
Area: 17 m2

Unladen weight: 250 kg
Load capacity: 250 kg
Dimensions closed: 323 cm × 160 cm × 95 cm
Dimensions open: 573 cm × 400 cm
Bed dimensions: 140 x 200 cm
Canvas material: Acrylic
Colours: Grey/sand

Integrated sun canopy Optional sun canopy
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CLASSIC
Area: 18 m2

Unladen weight: 250 kg
Load capacity: 250 kg
Dimensions closed: 323 cm × 160 cm × 95 cm
Dimensions open: 593 cm × 400 cm 
Bed dimensions: 140 x 200 cm
Canvas material: Acrylic
Colours: Light grey/dark grey

Ventilation in the 
 sleeping compart-
ments and kitchen

Optimal storage areas Extension options
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As a brand new feature in 2018, you can now put together your 
Camp-let to suit the needs of you and your family perfectly. The 
trailer itself is the same in all models, but you choose which tent 
and kitchen you want. 

You have a choice of the 2GO, Classic and Premium models, which 
vary in size and level of comfort. 
In addition to choosing a tent model, you also get to choose which 
kitchen you want in your Camp-let. Here, you can choose between 
Standard, All-round and Deluxe, depending on your needs. 

PREMIUM
Area: 18 m2

Unladen weight: 275 kg
Load capacity: 225 kg
Dimensions closed: 323 cm × 160 cm × 95 cm
Dimensions open: 593 cm × 400 cm 
Bed dimensions: 140 x 200 cm
Canvas material: Acrylic
Colours Beige/dark grey

Ventilation in the 
 sleeping compart-
ments and kitchen

Outdoor kitchen 
solution

Optimal storage areasLarge awning option
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Choice of kitchen

STANDARD
If you want more tent space and like to use 
the kitchen in the campsite, you can choose 
that your Camp-let does not need a kitchen.

ALLROUND 
The All-round kitchen has two gas burners, 
a large worktop, sink, tap, water bottle and 
storage space for tableware and utensils. 

DELUXE
The Deluxe kitchen is a luxury kitchen with 
a large worktop, 2 gas burners, sink, tap, 
water bottle, storage compartment and 
practical pull-out drawers for cutlery and 
other kitchenware.

Quick setup – 3 simple steps
Three simple steps and a matter of minutes – and you’re ready to enjoy 
your holiday. A built in spring system means one person can open a 
Camp-let with no need for additional assistance.

1  The built  in kitchen swings out - all kitchen models can be used 
 en-route.

2  The trailer opens up. A practical spring system helps you open and 
close the trailer.

3  The large awning and sleeping compartments open in a single 
movement.
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Optional extras  
– for your Camp-let

Read more about Camp-let at www.camp-let.com

SUN CANOPY LIVING
A smart canopy with a large opening 
for shade and shelter from the wind. 
For Classic and 2GO (2018). 

AWNING
Offers 10 m2 of additional space and can be 
further expanded to include a guest com-
partment or sun. For Premium. 

GUEST ANNEX
The window panel zips out to cater for a side 
annexe. For Classic and Premium.

KITCHEN SUN CANOPY
Provides shade during use of your 
kitchen. For Premium.

LIGHT WEIGHT ROOF RACK
Creating more space for transporting 
 luggage, using a simple click-on system. 
Choose large or small.

BICYCLE RACK
Taking your bicycles on holiday is easy  
- Availabe for 2, 3 or 4 bicycles.

LUGGAGE LOCKER
Make space for a fridge, toilet, gas canister 
or other luggage.


